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In order to cut down the amount of time needed in the final stages
of the preparation of "FIDO" we are going to have a try at this rather
different type of format; especially as it will help to incorporate
thaseciittle bits of news sc apt to be missed and any last-minute ittens too. Sr here goes ... Letter from Cliff Fishwick states that his
brother Ron of Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, went cut East several weeks
ago,, and since then his family have just had one nate which told then
nothing except that he was writing it in a bunk which tossed from side
to side regularly. Rent is a Despatch Rider in the Engineers
Dave
Lie I Iwai n is for the nonce, at Wilmslow, Cheshire,' where he is being ind
ucted into RAF life ... Arthur W. Busby of Birmingham-who registered as
a CvO., has appeared before his local tribunal and has been given a con
ditional exemption, condition being fulltime civil defence work .D^ug
'.7ebs ter says that he is now in a position to place subscriptions to a
moderate extent to US magazines for people here, so if anybody is inter
ested will they write to "Idlewild" Fountainhall Rd, Aberdeen
Harry
Syms reports a change of address to 23 Waterloo Road, Gillingham, Kent,&
says that he is working 11 hours a day, 7 days a week; which gives him
just ni tine for anything else. He also states that he has been collect
ing the works of Janes Branch Cabell and believes he has the largest co
llection in England - 32 in bookcase and more on rrder ... ’ m~isi tin 7 ’
Christopher Samuel Youd will be spending a fortnight with John Frederick
Burke at Liverpool starting form Aug 4th, and hopes ti visit sundry other
Lancastrians ... whilst I shall wander off to Nelsen Lancs, on July 30th
where "Renny" Renniscn at least will pay me a visit ... last Saturday I
had a very pleasant surprise when a ’phone call announced the impending
arrival here of Roland Forster, nov transferred from the Shetlands to
C ranwell on his RAF wireless operator course. He was able to stay some
five hours or so and the usual discussion on any topic under the sun took
place ... Ron Holmes has been transferred from Liverpool to London on his
Pacifist Servici Unit work. as this takes up the whole of his time, he
mustperforce, retire from active fandom for the time being ... should
auvihia*:- wwahaoM
the way of being removed suddenly, Art 'Jillians
premises to circulate all FIDO subscribers and let then know ... modicum
rf Americanews from Lou Goldstone of San Francisco, "De Camps Lest Dark
ness Fall , in the elongated book-version, has just been digested*
sec-'
end volume, The Inc mnplete Enchanter, is to be issued by the sane publi
shers (Henry Holt) this fall, a combination of Unknown stories The Roarin o Trumpet and The Hathenatics of La pic both by De Camp) and Fletcher
Pratt. And, the latter informs ne, he and De Camp are new at wotk on a
third bock for Holt, to be issued next Spring. He says it will be schething new in the line ^f fantasy. Ged, I can hardly wait" ... American
fandom seems to he becoming quite concerned about what will happen to
them if USA is drawn into the war - whether fan activities will be able
to continue at all. Hy guess is that after a preliminary slump at the
start," activity will be even ‘greater than it is now; though the promags
will be badly hit ... I accidentally I have been wondering recently
whether it would be nice for us in Britain to form some sort of loose
federation during the present emergency. We feel the lack of a sort of
club spirit which theFILO mailing tries to fill, but I felt that it might
be better to have (say), a Futurian Society, of Great Britain. What do you
people think about it? ..................................................................................................... .....
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from Sidney Eire hby
A salvage squad led by B.I.S. treasurer Ego (Arthur Clarke), recently
retrieved valuable (& probably incriminating B.I.S. .documents from their
resting place on the floor of Bill Temple’s Wembley house ? which was slightly damaged by air-raids last Autumn. The documents’, .which were found
mixed up with fallen ceiling,had beent
~
there eve^ since.
i
/V"/////7
George Snashurst (he Medhurst I
Having by now become throughly
believe, Ed), on a brief visit to Lo-.. affected by the amateur publishing
nden, was the instigator of .a lively virus, Harry Turner has decided, to
fan rally last Sunday - 13/7/41 - chez issue his publication "ZENITH" for
Ken Bulmer. Present were Ego, George, the time beingr at least, as a reEric Hopkins, Arthur Williams & Ken. igular fan magazine. devoted to gen. The Bromptcn Lozenge, who was, in
eral topics.. The first number under
transit from Cambridge to Oxford, st Ithis new guise should be cut for
outly denied that he was to finish off Lab cut. the middle of Au,gust and will
at Repton. He was presently engagedin [be priced at 4-g-da It :will be. mimethe usuak mathematical furiosa with
icgraphed and consist -of seme 'twenty
Ego, followed by panzer thrusts at t- .pages. Address is 41 Longford PL,
able-tennis. According to the latest' Victoria Park, Manchester 14. The
communiques, both sides, claim a deci only drawback about this is that we
sive engagement tock place, but it is lose-Harry’s incomparable art work
not known what was decided.
from the FILO mailing.
Congratulations are due to Londo
Whilst on the subject of fanmagn’s Erank Edward Arnold, whose story, gery, here are the latest bulletins
"Mecanica" cope the cover of the first for the other couple of British sf
is^ue of Wclheim’S "COSMIC STORIES" & amateur publie at ions. "FANTAS T"may
gets the editorial too. The only two be cut by the tine you get 'this,-in
copies of the mag’known to be in this any case it won’t be long now. New
ccuntry,belong to Ken Chapman and Ted editor is Doug Webster of "Idlewild"
Carnell, (ye Ed has. one,fob). Line up Fountainhall Rd.,Aberdeen=
Whilst Arthur Williams reports
gents. Frank has another story coming
about his " SCIENCE'-FaNTaSv- FaN" ,"I
up in the same magazine.
Latest bock find in Charing Cross think I can confid.ently say.-that /
Road. "A Romance in Radium" by J. Kerry the ish after next (no.5) will be
Harris, pub. about 30 years ago (ye Ed typewritten - not hand-printed as
has one,too): rather tedious but amu twas/is now." Nave Mcllwai-n gener
sing satire about visit of an angelie ously sent Arthur a lead- of hecto
being from another planet to search 4 carbons a couple qf days before he
feces of a former expedition that d- was called up and" Arthur has now
idn’t return. Probably inspired by HG experimented successf.u’lly with them
Wells "Wonderful Visit" but not half •A condensation of the Henderson ar
as good. Sample crack: - Professor, a ticle in May CHAMBERS JOURNAL men
recluse, when the visiter materialises tioned- in last .FILO, on sf and U.S
in his laboratory;- "Madame, this st forei gn-policy, is in the Aug.PARADE
udy is private and I am very busy/"•
FUTURIaN WAR DIGEST - nickname FIDO - devoted to fantasy fiction - publ
ished monthly - edited by J. Michael Rosehblum - at 4 Grange Terrace ...
Chapeltown, Leeds.7, England. - price 3d. - 3/- year - America - 75 cents
- various ether amateur publications mailed with - comments gratefully
received - also any items-of interest - special Australian editi'en of F.
proper on thin paper - reciprocal exchange with similar pubs, welcome ♦.
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A FRIEBLLY GESTURE FROM THE ULI TED STATES .
"Herewith I wish to announce to you that I have formed the BSFWRS ..
British Science Fiction War Relief Society
commences a long and in
teresting letter from John M. Cunnin^iam of .Beaumont, Texas; "and as
director of said organisation - ask your support and help in same. The
purpose of the HOB-PROFIT organisation is to supply FREE OF CHARGE to
British S -F tans, United States Pro S-F magazines--to help spread the
pleasure that Science Fiction brings, and to keep alive its interest-*
since the war has cut off their supply from the United States publish^ncompanies. Our organisation is getting the support of USA leading fans , °
and is asking donations of S-F mags and contributions in unused USA sta
mps to mail the mags to British fans and readers. However we can use the
help of English S-F fans to see that these magazines are distributed
the re i n En gl and " •
A little later on Mr Cunningiam suggests that we send an issue of ToW
or similar material in exchange for each 3 US mags, & therefore that the
British distributor should charge enough to cover the cost of this, plus
the postage for re-mailing the mags . This arrangement appears more than
fair and we heartily hope that the scheme will be found workable in the
very near future.
,_

A FURTHER BETTER from Gavin B. Henderson, author of the article
in Chambers Journal mentioned in our last issue, and who turns out to
be lecturer in History at Glasgow University, adds the following com
ments to his appraisal of science fiction.*
"Hy original article (and my letter) must have seemed a little snob
bish to you; but such was far from my intention. I recognise very well
the virtues of Science Fiction Literature — and the paramount virtue
is imagination. There is far too little imagination in this world, \4ere
the majority of mankind takes everything for granted, and asks no ques
tions, failing to recognise the possibilities either for good of for
evilof recent trends of discovery. What is the troouble with most sci
ence fiction thought and literature is that the imagination is"undisciplined" • It largely goes to waste because, in reaching for the stars, it
does not remain firm-rooted in the earth. And, imagination being so rarer
and precious a thing, I regard such waste as a great tragedy: one of the
tragedies of half-e Hue at i on, - the necessary stage between ignorance and
real education. And yet, - to give Science Fiction ite due, as I hope I
always shall - it has, in spite of its manifold defects, achieved great
results. I said that the heri of Science Fiction had "in real life pla
yed his part in saving the world". And that, I think, is a considerable
tribute from so cold-blooded a person as a historian!"
"One last word ... Science Fiction is a symtom of man’s.unqonquerable
spirit, bis striving upward, his will for change - whether for evil or
for good. ... but its potentialities are greater than its achievements,
s^nc0 so many authors and fans ^.ve their imagination too ±ree a course.
Pegasus is a grand steed: but for Heaven’s sake keep him under bit & bridle"
°And that, my friends, is the view of an intelligent outside Jltic*
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Thanks are due to Kenneth Bulmer for his kindness in stencilling LAWN
SHADOWS for James Rathbone. Incidentally James being in close contact
with doctors his writing is almost indecipherable and his address should
read "c/o Mrs Parkhill, 24 HeriotPlace , Edinburgh, Scotland.
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C L I P P INGS Well, itis happening, Remember what I said about Am
FRO M
erican prozines being published in Canada? Luring the
C A N A D A
by past four weeks (typed June 24) there has appeared on
•Leslie A. Cr cutch the newstanda various detective and western publica----------------------------tions. This means the changeover has begun When wiul
fantasy prozines be affected? First conpany turning cut Canadian editions
from Tornto is Popular Publications. Street & Smith are also -in there,
pitching-. Get that? S & S. When will ASTOUNDING and UNKNOWN. WORLDS cone
over? Tine will w tell.
In his latest letter, John Russell Fearn shows a growing boredon for
science and fantasy fiction. He says he is growing rather' sick of it and
is turning towards books. Luring last winter he turned-.cut three: ’’One
Was Absent", "Little Winter", and "Then Came War". The last had just
been completed- and is 110,000 words in length. They will not go to Ame
rica as he says there is a growing demand in England for bocks, and so
he will send them to London. "Then Came War" is a simple little story of
an ordinary family caught in the whirlwind transition from peace to war
and shows the effect it has on their characters and respective ambitions
that is tied up, as it were, Fearn will begin his "The Tlmpossible
stf ^nt^relv
'be 110’000 words xx®. also. He has not dropped off
j j^ecen^^y yie
”prenatal" for UNKNOWN and "The Eternal Out
casts" for whoever takes it,
Have any of you read the OCCULT LIGEST? It uses the most advanced
occult articles on Yoga, Alchemy, Kaballah, Astrology, etc.. No spirit
stuff used. Only fictional accounts of historical events in which occ
ult forces operated, or fictional accounts of occult laws are. used. It
ni^it be worth while to investigate -this from a fantasy viewpoint.■ ■
( Tn r\T'
•—0
+ nVi v-.rx—,
FURTHER NEWS OF THE .FORT OMNIBUS.
Mr E.F.Russell elucidates further
1 October 1933
on the omnibus volume of Charles Fo
2) Cycling, nothing t d o wi th s tf
rts works mentioned last month.
■3) Leslie F Stone, np ia R Long,
"It is very doubtful whether any in
Liss C L Lio ore.
dividual reader in this country will
book of the Panned
be able to obtain •,the book from USA,
New Lands.
owing to the restrictions on the ex
Eric Frank Russell
port of cash. Anyway I’ve taken the
steps necessary to make the: book aval?
i. 1938 J anuary, ii. 1938 Feb
ail able to British readers ... Import
8 Astounding; 1937 Love
licences can
ty bona fide; pub
9 14th of N ovemb er 1935
lishers, sc I’m arranging f or a num
10) "The Adaptive UI tinate"- John
ber of copies to be imported and di
Jesse 11♦
stributed on behalf of the Fortean
11)a."Fo11ow the B ouncing Ball"-A.J Society by King, Littlewood & King,
Burks, b. "Einstein Inshoct" Ltd.,of Fishery Rd.,Bray,Berks.These
Nelson F Bond, c "Rule 18"
people are publishers of’books* and m
W. Simak.
magazines and - directly they’ve ob12)"The Kosso"
I tained supplies - will be advertising
13) 1 Rocket Engineer, 2 Patent
the omnibus in their sixpenny monthly
Expert, 3 Pharmaceutical Chemi
TOMORROW, also running a fairly long
.Research 'Bivisicn.
I review of the book written by me.
—
------ - fail,
- -14 )'l.L.Sprague de Camp, 2 "The Mer- n
Should
this method
it may
be possible to arrange for a
many 3. Vernon Brock,4. Ichthyology
British reprint to be marketed.
15)Edwin K Sloat, 1939 July Amazing.
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Twi new ‘bocks are to hand this month« the first by John
Collier. His bock has a very misleading title "Presenting Moonshine" (Mac
millan 8/6). Its contents however, are very convincing. This is a series
of short stories, which I would compare with Lord Dunsany*s work, though
they have a charm distinctly all their own, whether frolicsome or horrificThey are deft and weirdly impressive, and only in rare instances, is there
any reflection of life, as most of us know it. To whet your appetite he
.gives us 4 An orchid which manages to embody in its monstrous self, first
a’cat and then two human, beings: Jinns; Indian ropetrickers : Wax models,
and intelligent gorillas; some of the .stories are dreadfully cruel, but
ycu: can take it.
The second book is by an old favourite of fantasy fans, J.B.Beresford,
who -gives us "What Breams May Come
(Hutchinson 8/6) in a new kind of
Utopia story. Here is the story of-a youngster who escapes from an unhappy
home life by slipping into a world of the far-distant future, at first merely in dreams, but afterwards during a period of unconsciousness prod
uced by bomb injuries, by fourth dimensional means. The story is most inte
eresting, attractively novel,particularly the change in Bavid’s body after
his celestial visit: it takes on less fleshly contours than those who live
in the twentieth century, but those of the world ’ of Oi on, with its happy
fruit-eating and almost sexless co-workers; striking a familiar note belbv
ved of the old SF magazine stories, (reminiscent of Paul(s illustrations)
Another bock recently published which may interest you is "John Innocent
At Oxford" - Richard Buckle (Chatto 5/-). A fantastic flight of fancy, set
in Oxford at the end of the twentieth century, a witty and irreverent book
• • with seven drawings by the author.
’S all ! I
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A neat and we 11-mimedgraphed .li1
ttle
"prospectos" for the LOS AHGSLES
Wanted, sixpenny edit! ons"Last & First
SCIENCE
FaETaSY SOCIETY has just arr
Men” "Shape of Things to Come"2 vis
ived
over
here. It deals with all as
also "Odd John". Sii Birchby, 28 Ric
pects
of
the
world’s premier stf. or
hmond Crescent, Hichams Park, E.4.
ganisation,
the
"Shrangri-La (as the>
Letters received this month from E.F.
will
have
it)
of
fandom. After a bii-jf
Russell, A.Williams, R.Holmes, O.F.Wresume
of
the
purpose,
the clu
iggins:, Lew Martin, H.Syms ,L.Houston, ' it goes on to explain, behind
the founding in
J.Parr, A.Ragatzy, A.W.Busby, and R.
Feb. 1936 and the interesting fact <f
Forster to which I fear lack of time
being Chapter 4 of the Science Fiwill prevent me replying. aS this is ! it
ction
League, chapter 1 of the Science
being" stencilled early probably a few
i
Fictioncers
, affialated to the Weird
more people will also be missed.
i
Tales
Club
and
a branch of the SFA "-s
I have several copies ^f the extinct
I
well.
The
regular
members and their
stf weekly "Scoops", vcl.l, ho.3 dat
;
very
varied
interests
are introduced,
ed February 24, 34, to dispose of at
|
mention
is
made
of
the
prominent fig3d. each, postfree. ^Isc January 1939
:
ures
who
hold,
an
honorary
membership,
vol.2, no. 3 issue of the original pr
I
and
three
pages
are
devoted
to activinted FUTURIaL at 3d. each postfree.
i
ities
publications,
special
events,
Lcn’t forget that this column is a•
speakers
and
correspondence
•
Oh
’, to
vailable to all "fidofans" to state
’
live
in
Los
Angeles,.
their requests etc. absolutely free.

